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Transparent overlay sheets ben- day dots

Examples of Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein. Presentation and assignment by Kostyn. It is Agamograph, a form of kinetic art popularized by the Israeli artist Yaacov Agam. Alternative accordion images: Agamograph will give you two identical photos (your photo). You have to paint them in the style of pop art: one of them black and
white, and the second color. Then... we are going to create a 3D optical illusion: agamograph. Pop Art – Making a Day for PhotoPeach Benjamin is a printer and illustrator for which Ben-day printing is named after. Ben's daily printing process is very similar to pointillism. It has a technique of scoring, which varies depending on the required
effect. Points can be closely positioned, widely positioned or overlapping. To create a pink color, for example, reddish-large dots are printed in a wide-ranging position. Reddish-red, yellow, black and greenish-blue were used to create secondary colors such as green, orange and purple. It was a four-color process for Ben-Day, used to pulp
comics in the 50's and 60's. Ben-day points differ from half-tone points so that Ben-Day points never differ in size and distribution in a specific area. A transparent overlay sheet purchased by an artist is used to draw dots. These leaves gave the artist a lot of tone for his work, as the leaves were available for the distribution of different sizes
and points. They were cut as desired, into overlay material, such as shadows, background or surface treatment, and rubbed by burning, on specific plot areas. Ben-Day overlay areas provide a painting plate with tone shading, especially when it is photographically reproduced as lines cut out in the printing of letters printing. A drowning girl
presents a young woman who appears to be crying in the river. Literally drowning in emotions, the scene seems clear, that she hurts and cries. Exaggerated to the point that tears turn into the sea. In liechtenstein style, a sad woman is presented in a suspended state of distress. It looks like resting on waves and water rather than floating
and swimming, which shows a mixture of eroticism and the final resting place. The waves seem to keep moving around her. The picture shows many emotions such as sadness, darkness, loneliness and fear. Roy Lichtenstein was an example of an artist who, Ben-day points, was considered a brand. Especially in his interpretations of the
contemporary comic book about the images of magazines. He will increase and exaggerate them in many of his sculptures and paintings. Other artists and graphic designers in the press used the augmented Ben-Day. Liechtenstein used other methods and materials other than Ben-Day points as its media. The other methods he used
were; Gesso, which is usually carried out using a prepared mixture of Parisian and glue plaster. The acrylic version of this technique is used by today's artists. In addition to giving it a uniform its purpose is to prevent the drain from absorbing a lot of water. Lichtenstein also liked to use Magna, a certain type of acrylic, because it can be
easily removed using the spirit and the acrylic from most water is the one that shows the best color. For a slik-screening print, the artist puts a stencil on a stretched piece of silk then puts the paper under the silk. Then he draws ink over the top of the silk, using a squeegee, rubber and wood paddle. This process is also known as
Serigraph. Wood carving is when the ink is placed in a carved block of wood and printing is created during this process. These two photos, obtained from a comic-style-inspired commentary. On the right, it can already be noted that this is the work of Liechtenstein. And the other is Tony Abruzzo. Roy Lichtenstein is the most famous pop
artist of the 1950s, especially well known for his comic strip paintings. Both look very similar. Colors are highlighted, the lines are dark. He used a woman to run for love to capture the illusion that she was about to drown and the guy hoping to make the road to save her. On the other hand, Abruzzo has developed a background style, the
same as Liechtenstein. You can see a copy of someone who is being persecuted by the Bad Guy for what seems to be someone who is firmly held in his hands. Both comics use thick lines, bold colors, thought bubbles and boxing headlines, which were often included in comics. Today, this Be-Day effect method is still used in the form of
the Colour Halftone filter, which is found in Adobe Photoshop. Maggie Burgan. 2009. Roy Lichtenstein Ben Day dot technique. [ONLINE] Published on: [Opened May 26 14 ] Scott Edelman. 2013. Another reason I love Dave Gibbons (and continue to hate Roy Lichtenstein). [ONLINE] Available: . [Opened on 19 June 14]. Melissa Evans.
2014. Pop art inspired liechtenstein . [ONLINE] Available at: . [Opened on 19 June 14]. Roy Lichtenstein: Who is he?? -Alongside Andy Warhol, Roy is considered a great artist of the Pop Art movement -Like Andy Warhol, Roy worked in the commercial graphics business while making designs and also decorating vitters-Roy worked
extensively with stencils, which are the reason for the production of oversized dots in his paintings-a number of printed prints other than paintings and sculptures, for which he used many different techniques such as lithographs, screen prints, etchings and wood carving. -Old-fashioned comic strip as a thing (precise compositions, flippant
humorous way)-His work has greatly influenced both popular advertising and comic style My theme: Joni fu (IN CORRECT POSE)THE COMIC STRIP will be divided into groups of 4, which will create 4 scenes of cartoon drawings by Roy Lichtenstein. The title of the animated film for all must be: Studio Group Instructions and Reflections: -
Style (meets Roy Lichtenstein comics)-Color trays (he uses primary colors)-Matching fonts (WHAT OUR GROUP DECIDED: thin, all-cap letters similar to Roy's)-Coordinated nature of interactive relationship technique, if Ben-day points (same size and style)-Landscape image and life size brainstorming: cartoon layoutFood group and I first
made some ideas and contributed to different types of ideas plot , dialog, character order, background, font, etc. I think the biggest challenge at this stage is to think about the plot because we only get 4 panels and it's really hard to squeeze the story. I think if I could go back to this stage, what I would do differently is to change the
dialogues for some characters. Some members of my team wanted easier dialogues (e.g. thinking bubbles, so that they do not have to draw the opening of their subject's mouths), but that's why our plot is not so smooth. Name: StudioPanel 1: Ashley-&gt; Mrs Van Dijk. Dialogue: Someone spilled red paint all over our picture! Group 2:
Tabin-&gt; p. Dachiphian (with red paint in hand): Why are you so serious about it? Panel 3: Albertine-&gt; Joni: Let's start over! Group 4: Peggy-&gt; Mr. Mikkleson: What a mess ... Draft sketchesThis sketch is my first attempt to paint the entire comic, and I must admit that it did not go as well as I originally expected. My drawing is not
similar to my theme, it doesn't look comic, and worst of all, it really doesn't match Roy Lichtenstein and his comic style. I think if I could do it differently, I would focus more on Roy Lichtenstein's style and try to incorporate both my theme and his style together effectively. I can improve my work, first do a careful examination of some of Roy's
drawings and practice a little side first before I draw to go to my second sketch. It's good that first I can have these reflections until I move on to the second test (below). Personally, I think this one matches Roy's style more than my first attempt. The lines are brittle, the hair is more comical and so are the lips. One thing I've noticed is that
Roy's exclamation mark on his conversations is slanted to the left (look at the picture below in my sketch) and I've tried to do the same with my fonts as well, but my exclamation point is not as oblique as Roy's. Those small markings in my sketch actually make little notes of what color I would have used in different areas. My theme is black
hair, and I noticed that in Roy's comics, he would draw blue accents like toned characters with black hair, so I would add this style to his drawing. One thing I would have done differently is that I should pay more attention to my and practice drawing sketches of her really reminds her. Both of my tests are not very similar to her, which is
something I really have to improve on my next sketch. THE HARDEST PART: Imitate Roy Liechtenstein's Ben-Day dots techniques in my group and I'm struggling a lot trying to come up with ways to do this technique. Some suggested using a comb, while others suggested doing it carefully by hand with their hands with a sharp edge ... so
I went home and did some research! what is it? The printing process is named after the printer Benjamin Day, and it's a technique that is similar to Pointillism. To apply those points to the drawing, we should get transparent overlay sheets from the provider of stationery. It is believed that roy lichtenstein traitHow to do this? Using a stencil: -
Perforated sheet metal (a sheet of metal with a large number of small holes drilled into it in normal spaces), then put the sheet on top of the canvas and then covered it with a layer of spray paint, but this did not achieve the PERFECT effect (says the artist who tried to do it)-Lichtenstein used the method of brush and stencil, but according
to this artist, it actually produces very rough-looking points (brush and stencil method: cleaning paint through the stencil with a rigid brush) How to determine the pattern, spacing and size of your pointsUsing a template!-Perforated sheet metal (metal sheet with a large number of small holes drilled into it with sequentially intersected) as a
metal stencil, where you can ensure that you have evenly positioned and the same size points (those metal sheets actually come in different sizes, so you can buy those sheets with dots of any size you want. - Another simple way is to remove the mosquito net, which you can find in many houses and use it as a template. Like the one in
my house, the net is actually very nice, even sizing points with consistent patterns and spaces. Where to get it?-Local sheet metal production businessHow to apply paint?-Since we are not allowed to go out and buy the actual spray paint, we can create it ourselves. Normal home objects such as water spray used to water your plants can
be replaced as spray paint. To avoid runny watery paint, we can mix a thicker mixture of paints. -Another way we can apply paint is to mix paint with a teeny bit of matte medium to make the paint mixture smoother, and then use paint over the stencil with a stiff brush, or in fact a toothbrush, so as not to create vague-looking dots-Another
way, as the paint could be used, there is a spreading stencil roller, and you have to make sure that your stencil is completely flat on the canvas, so you can actually have points that are not aily, and it will have a smoother-looking, even texture after my class sketch was approved by my group members, I took this sketch home and drew it
with a black marker. I:and a thick, round nozzle black marker, and Project weaknesses: hand and language looks like an unpropotional subject's body because the hand looks too small. Also, one of Roy's styles is that when he draws his characters, I noticed that they don't have many, many details (that I mean a lot of lines in their faces
and hands). Therefore, I was superfluous in adding those really thin lines on her arm (if you look closely, through her hand there is a really thin line). The other thing I would do differently is language. The letters are too small for the language bubble, and I had to use a thinner cursor to lay out my letters because Roy's comic fonts are thin
and light. Another thing is that I need to examine and compare my fonts and letters to Roy's (because our group decided that our font styles should be Roy's imitation). In my next sketch, I should focus more on increasing the proportionality of my subject and the correct font size and style. I can improve this by examining carefully Roy's
fonts and practice a little on a spare piece of paper before trying my sketch. Our color tray our group and I decided on three main colors to use in our painting: red, blue and yellow. We tried various mixtures for the primary color mixed with 5-10% of the substance medium. We created lemon yellow, bright, electric blue and maroon red. As
for the skin, I think we should change the color to a slightly reddish color. If I were to create this color tray differently, I would change the maroon red to the brighter red because Roy's comic red is brighter than this red we created. We used these two comics roy to compare irmix the correct shade of blue and red. Like human hair, its blue is
a very bright shade of blue, with a small shade of purple. We used a 20% matte and 80% cobalt blue tint to create this similar shade. One thing I think my band canimprove about is that red is a little lighter, just a little bit because Roy's red in his comic book doesn't go red that came straight out of the jar. So in my homework I actually drew
my theme on the canvas with a pencil. Today (Wednesday, February 15), our group and I gathered to comment on each other's work:Comments:-I have good fonts that are an almost perfect imitation of Roy's comic fonts -My theme looks like a comic character from Roy's Comic Book Criticism:-NEED MORE LIKE MY THEME MORE! This
is my most important fight since I started this project. My biggest difficulty is that no matter how I sketch my subject, it's just not very similar to it, and the problem is your drawing has to be similar to your theme is Mr. Holder's greatest requirement and I'm struggling with it. - I can improve my drawing by practically drawing on a separate
paper.-My nose and hair resemble my theme, but eyes and mouth - no. Changes:-Work on the eyes and mouth! Good idea, my group came for me, I could actually put my subject upside down and sketch the nose and mouth, in this way, I'm not drawing what the mouth/nose should look like I draw exactly what is in front of me. - The next
change I would like to make is the explosions of my subject, I have drawn her explosions, more bent to the side, but in fact her explosions hang straight down, I can practice it on a separate paper. It's a really rough sketch of what my background should look like. These are basically curtains flying from the open window, with some paint
bottles on the window to show that I am in a certain art studio. To make my background kind of in touch with other members, I'm thinking about tabin drawing the rest of the curtain on the right side of the edge of her canvas, while adding half a piece of canvas on the left edge of her canvas so that ASHLEY can draw the rest of the canvas
on her right edge of the canvas, so that all our drawings can be matched and combined. Remember my original background sketch? Although I had a rough sketch in the background, I decided to change it. This is because I was flipping through Roy's comics and realized that many of his comics aren't detailed at all. And for me, adding
small paint bottles and brushes on the edge of the window certainly does not fit Roy Lichtenstein's style. That's why I redid my sketch and made it so that there's a table with sculptures and clay in the background instead. WITH PAINT: My limited color tray is yellow, blue, red, white and yellow-ish pink skin. Although my subject's hair is
black, I realized that Roy uses blue as hair accents for men in his comics, so that's what I did. One thing I will do differently, and still need to work, is lip color, which is a little too red, as well as understanding the effective way to apply Ben-day points. My pre-photo of my canvas sketch was not similar to my theme AT ALL. So today, after a
lot of deletion and adjustment, I finally managed to make my sketch look more like my subject. One thing I would do differently if I would come back is to just pay very close attention and sketch my subject well in the first place to avoid all these messy black smudges all these deletions caused. I actually used alcohol-filled cotton swipes to
erase pencil marks because erasing erasers is a fruitless reason. I also switched my theme and table around, and added that the line behind my theme shows that it is a room with walls and floors. What has failed so far? Improvements? Ben-day Dots:-Metal mosquito net: the spacing between each circle is too close to each other, and the
line separating each circle is also too thin, even if our group used the sponge and dabbed the paint easily through the net, the paint merges on the paper, creating overlapping, obscure dots. -Peggy idea to use socks: Since socks are made of fabric type, when we dabbed or easily distribute paint on socks, the paint is soaked in all the
fabric, not just the desired texture, There will be one big, simple area without ben-day points. HOW TO IMPROVE? I did some research online and found that taobao (trading site) that they sell metal stencils with round holes, they seem to have a great template for creating Ben-day points, but the effect can be unguaranteed, but it's
definitely worth a try! Another way would be to drive to the city center, near Beijing Dong Road Bund, there are queues and queues of shops that sell metal plates, metal stencils, metal templates that come in all shapes and sizes. It will also be worth a shot to travel there to see if they sell awesome templates to create those Ben-Day



points. Ben Day points on a paper draft! Ahhh! It looks like it has a bad casechicken pox D: First off, I painted a lighter skin color like on my face and arm, and then I mixed the pink skin tone on my tray and then using a toothbrush, I gently spread a thin, equal layer on my metal stencil, and placed on my draught. The problem is that the
circles came out to be vague, uneven and just strange looking at all. If I do it differently, I would choose to use spray paint and use spray it over a metal stencil. I can probably make a spray bottle myself. One idea I have to use those spray bottles is we use water for our plants, but the problem is that the paint would be way too runny. How
I apply paint is something I really have to work on and improve (maybe using a sponge). On the left is a photo of my metal stencil. Another problem is that the wheels on the metal stencils are TOO BIG! So it seems that my theme has chickenpox instead of a beautiful shade of skin color D: if I did it differently, I would go out and buy a
metal stencil with smaller circles. MAKE FONTSMy the whole group is going to write our fonts based on the font of one of our group member, Ashely. I think its fonts are very similar to Roy's comic fonts, and we even measured the height and width of her letters! With some adjustments/improvements (e.g. make sure the letters are right
through the language bubble, not italics), I think its fonts will be perfect! BEFORE AFTER THOUGHTS AND REFLECTIONWhat I am most proud of to date:-Hair and blue accents (a big improvement from my project painting-there was way too blue!) -Creative background (most students usually go canvas, paint brushes or art cabinets in
the background, but I choose to paint some sculptures with clay on the table!) What I still need to work on:-Eye colors (I still don't paint the colors of the eye yet)-Perfecting my fonts for my language bubble-background mixing (make sure there won't be any visible brushes red!) -BEN-DAY POINTS! (I still need to apply them to the skin and
lips) I'm finishing my project! final touches, edits, ben-day points, reflectionsFinally! I have reached the end of this teacher's project! I'm very proud of how my painting turns out Although I thought I thought Ben-day's points metal stencil were too big, it actually didn't seem that big when I applied it. I use a brush and a very thin layer of skin-
colored paint and then gently dabbed it over my subject's skin. One of the problems is that the circles came out not looking great round, but from afar, looks pretty good. Then I have a very, very thin brush and white paint, then gently lay out and correct some points so that it will look round. Overall, I am pleased with how my Ben-day
points look. Also one of the methods I have, although I have done well is the technique of the hard edge. When I made the painting with the whole painting, I thin the brush and re-arranged everything in black as well as cover any overlapping paint/bugs, making it look very cool edge like a print. The biggest challenge for me was painting
on fonts. I need to make sure it looks neat, cool edge, and also have to match the font style with your group. I perform painting on fonts with the help of masking. I also repainted my background so that no brush strokes will show and I'm very proud of how well mixed my background. I also made some final touches on my eyes (painting
black and adding white accents). Overall I'm very, very pleased with how good my teacher-project turned out to look! :D :D
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